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According to a study released by Grupo Financiero Bancomer in late October, a slowdown in
the Mexican manufacturing sector resulted in the dismissal of 62,000 workers during JanuarySeptember 1993. The study indicated that 21 of the country's 49 manufacturing sub-sectors have
remained in a recession for most of the year. During the same period, another seven sub-sectors
experienced a turnaround in their growth rate, from positive to negative. On the other hand, the
Bancomer study said 10 manufacturing sub-sectors were in the process of recovery, while another
eleven branches sustained positive growth throughout the period. The manufacturing sectors
currently in recession include: rubber; fish products; alcoholic beverages; textiles; apparel; footwear;
wood furniture; petrochemicals; domestic electronics; automobile engines; automobile accessories;
wheat flour millers, and coffee processors. The sectors which experienced a turnaround to negative
growth rates included: sugar; plastics; petroleum and derivatives; cement; automobiles, and lumber.
On the other hand, the manufacturing branches reporting sustained positive growth included: corn
millers; meat and dairy products; soft drinks; beer, and pharmaceuticals. The sectors characterized
as experiencing recovery included: animal feed; paper and cardboard; metallic furniture; glass;
basic chemicals; cooking oil, and paint and insecticides. According to the study, about 19,000 jobs
have been lost in the food, beverage and tobacco sector, and almost 13,000 in the textile, leather and
apparel industries. The study suggested that more layoffs are imminent unless the performance of
the manufacturing sector improves. In fact, some companies such as steel producer Altos Hornos
de Mexico (AHMSA) and truck manufacturer Dina have already announced plans to reduce their
work force over the next several months. AHMSA has announced plans to eliminate more than 750
support positions in transport, storage and other areas by year-end 1993 at its plants in Monclova,
Coahuila, while Dina anticipates layoffs of 500 workers at its plant in Ciudad Sahagun, Hidalgo,
sometime in the next several months. (Sources: La Jornada, 11/01/93, 11/02/93, 11/06/93; Notimex,
11/07/93)
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